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Bidirectional Transformation in Practice

Zhenjiang Hu

Abstract: Bidirectional transformations, originated from the view updating mechanism in the database community, have been attracting a lot of attention lately, both in the programming languages community and in the software engineering community. As bidirectional programming languages are growing more mature, they are getting easier to use for software engineers, more efficient, and more reliable. The strongest argument in favor of bidirectional transformation is its ability to provide a synchronization mechanisms between a source and a view, that is guaranteed to be correct by construction.

This talk will focus on practical aspects of bidirectional transformation. We will briefly review the principles of bidirectional transformation, introduce BiGUL, a simple but powerful language that allow users to specify their bidirectional behavior completely, and demonstrate its practical usefulness in developing various kinds of synchronizers including a tool that can automatically synchronize human-friendly source codes with machine-oriented abstract syntax trees.
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Abstract: Despite years of research and practice, modern static analysis techniques still cannot detect oldest and extremely well understood software bugs such as the Heartbleed, one of the most "spectacular" security flaws of the recent decade. The talk will first highlight research challenges that lead to this difficulty, followed by our latest effort, Pinpoint, in changing the conventional static analysis paradigm to address characteristics of "modern" software development. Our fused symbolic static analysis takes a holistic approach to deliver precise results scalable to millions of lines of C/C++ code. Furthermore, I will share some lessons learned in the commercialization process of Pinpoint in meeting the market requirements of Chinese software vendors.
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